
THESIS DEFENCE VS. DEFENSE

The words defence and defense can be confusing for those not sure of their differences, and not knowing which to use
can cause a writer to second-guess his or.

Do these words have different meanings or different functions in a sentence? For example, If the Queen of
England were ever in any danger, many British citizens would rush to her defence. Article Summary Should I
use defense or defence? What is the Difference Between Defence and Defense? When to Use Defence
Although, there is no difference in meaning between the spellings, you should always keep your audience in
mind when writing these words. For example, The AP Stylebook says never to use defense as a verb. Just as
defense has an alternate spelling with c, so does offense, its opposite. Defence occurs in the same idioms and
expressions as defense. These are the British and the English spellings. The sport of fencing originated in the
United Kingdom long before it appeared in the United States. Remembering Defense vs. They are simply
different spellings of the same word. In any bit of formal writing, defense is not to be used as a verb. The
soccer team has a good offense but a poor defense. Australian, Canadian , and U. Defense Instructions: Fill in
the blank with the correct word, defence or defense in the correct form. To know why and how they have the
same meanings, read further. By denying the said charges, he or she is then making a defense or defence.
Defence Although these words have the same meaning, you should still use the standard spelling that your
readers are expecting. For example, One of the best defenses against lung cancer is to avoid cigarette smoke.
Defence is the British spelling, so use this when writing for an audience in the United Kingdom or any other
English speaking country that is not America. Using the preferred spelling for your country will make your
writing easier to understand for your readers. Perhaps one day the preference will be reversed, but for the time
being defence is still the British English spelling.


